ABSTRACT: Understanding and controlling the interactions occurring between cells and engineered materials are central challenges toward progress in the development of biomedical devices. In this work, we describe materials for direct ink writing (DIW), an extrusion-based type of 3D printing, that embed a custom synthetic protein (RGD-PDL) within the microfilaments of 3D-hydrogel scaffolds to modify these interactions and differentially direct tissue-level organization of complex cell populations in vitro. The RGD-PDL is synthesized by modifying poly-D-lysine (PDL) to varying extents with peptides containing the integrin-binding motif Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD). Compositional gradients of the RGD-PDL presented by both patterned and thin-film poly(2-hydroxyethyl) methacrylate (pHEMA) substrates allow the patterning of cell-growth compliance in a grayscale form. The surface chemistry-dependent guidance of cell growth on the RGD-PDL-modified pHEMA materials is demonstrated using a model NIH-3T3 fibroblast cell line. The formation of a more complex cellular systemorganotypic primary murine dorsal root ganglion (DRG)in culture is also achieved on these scaffolds, where distinctive forms of cell growth and migration guidance are seen depending on their RGD-PDL content and topography. This experimental platform for the study of physicochemical factors on the formation and the reorganization of organotypic cultures offers useful capabilities for studies in tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, and diagnostics.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to reconstruct and manipulate neuronal networks in vitro has important applications across a number of fundamental and applied research fields that include elucidating the mechanisms behind neuronal interactions, 1−5 nerve damage and repair, 6−9 as well as haptic interfacing to prosthetic devices. 10, 11 Programming the spatial arrangement of neuronal circuits ex vivo has been widely explored via a variety of approaches including chemically and topographically guided neuronal process outgrowth and interconnection (e.g., within microchannel architectures 12−15 or via chemical/textural features established by micropatterning 16−19 ). These approaches have especially benefitted from advances made in soft lithography, 20, 21 particularly in microcontact printing (μCP) 22−26 and stenciling. 7,27−29 A need and opportunity remains, however, to answer fundamental biological questions that might aid the discovery of improved methods to replace or repair human neural tissues 30 a factor motivating the study of 3D organotypic cultures that better mimic the complexities of in vivo systems than do 2D cultures or those using immortalized cell lines or homogeneous cell populations. Located proximally to the spinal cord, dorsal root ganglia (DRG) provide an important model for investigating the mechanisms of peripheral nervous system (PNS) injury and repair. 31 The DRG is a compact structure comprising cell bodies of primary sensory neurons, their processes, satellite and Schwann cells, as well as a variety of cells related to the immune and circulatory systems. 32, 33 The involvement of DRG sensory neurons in a large number of frequently occurring pathological conditions including injury-associated neuropathic pain, 34 and the ability of these cells to develop functional networks and even form organotypic structures in vitro, 35 make them a good model for the evaluation of new biocompatible materials and engineered microdevices designed to promote the repair of human neural structuresinterests motivating this study. The scaffolds materials developed to-date for primary DRG cell culture remain limited as to the degree of control they can provide over tissue-level organization (as are required for viable clinical approaches to tissue regeneration or repair). 36−43 Improvements will likely require significant advances made in both the development of new materials and means of 3D fabrication to provide scaffolds that can better promote/sustain the necessary forms of cell growth and integration. Here we examine methods that have the capacity to more controllably direct cellular development in tissue cultures in vitro, by exploiting direct ink writing (DIW) and new inks for programmable chemical patterning of hydrogel-based microscaffolds. We describe capabilities that complement other scaffold fabrication methods (including inkjet, 44−47 microextrusion, 48−50 and laser-assisted fabrication 51−53 ), while exploiting the unique capacity of DIW to pattern soft materials with tunable physicochemical/mechanical properties. 54−59 We use an exemplary hydrogel material amenable to 3D printing by DIW, the neutral hydrophilic polymer poly(2-hydroxyethyl) methacrylate (pHEMA) that has been widely used in the manufacturing of contact and intraocular lenses, as well as coatings of stents. 60, 61 Unmodified pHEMA acts as a "blank canvas"a bioinert material that effectively resists cellular attachment and growth. 62, 63 Chemical modifications of pHEMA, however, can promote cell attachment and development in culture. 63 In previous work, we modified the compositional attributes of pHEMA hydrogels (pHH) to tune their gel mesh properties, mechanics, and their subsequent equilibrium absorption of poly-L-lysine (PLL). We have shown these physicochemical features to broadly impact the cell growth compliance of both pHH films and 3D microscaffolds in NIH/ 3T3 murine fibroblast and MC3T3-E1 cell cultures. 64 When modified with poly-D-lysine (PDL), these microperiodic scaffolds also allow the development and guidance of networks of rat primary hippocampal neurons.
Here, we use DIW and newly designed materials to fabricate multifunctional hydrogel microscaffolds that are able to exert better control on cell growth, attachment and migration. The system builds upon the geometric and compositional cues present within pHH-based hydrogel patterns and microscaffolds and focuses on modulating cell-scaffold interactions via integrin signaling. Using hydrogel interfaces modified by the integrin recognition domain-mimetic 66, 67 RGD-PDL absorbed within the gel matrix, we first demonstrate the universality of this approach using a model cell line, NIH/3T3 murine fibroblasts, and then advance to comprehensively directing primary DRG cell populations. The responses of the isolated DRG cells to the compositional features of the substrates are assessed in 2D cell cultures and on topographically more complex 3D scaffolds. The RGD-PDL-modified gel materials allow direct cellular network and organotypic structure formation without need for preseeding the devices with Schwann cells as is typical for DRG cultures carried out in engineered devices. 38, 42, 43 The insights developed in this study suggest materials-directed strategies and fundamental design rules that can yield access to a gradient of in vitro growth compliance with a variety of cells.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Unless otherwise noted, all starting materials, solvents, and reagents were acquired from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. The list of all reagents and the composition of all media used for cell culture are listed in the Supporting Information, Supplemental Methods.
2.1. Chemical Modification of PDL with RGD-Containing Peptides. A 2 mg/mL solution of PDL (30−70 kDa) in HEPES buffer was reacted with 10, 25, 50, and 100 μM solutions of N-succinimidyl 3-[2-pyridyldithio]-propionate (SPDP) in DMSO for 30 min at room temperature (RT). The reaction mixtures were filtered through spin desalting columns, then subjected to 10, 25, 50, and 100 μM solutions of either Ac-GCGYGRGDSPG-NH 2 or cyc(RGDyC) and stirred at 4°C overnight. The products were purified by filtration through spin desalting columns and analyzed by UV−vis. Details regarding the quantification of the degree of modification are given in the Supplemental Methods.
2.2. Micropattern and 3D Scaffold Fabrication. Glass substrates (12 mm diameter, 0.17 mm thickness, Warner Instruments) are cleaned and soaked in a 5% 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (Sigma) in toluene solution at 60°C overnight and rinsed with isopropanol. pHH micropatterns and 3D scaffolds are fabricated using an AGS-1000 high precision custom gantry with an A3200 integrated automated motion system (Aerotech). Complete protocols are given in Supplemental Methods.
2.3. NIH/3T3 Fibroblasts Seeding and Culture. The initial cell stock (density of ∼1 × 10 6 cells/ml) is transferred to a T-75 cell culture flask and maintained in 9 mL of complete media containing DMEM, that consists of 4.5 g/L glucose, 4 mM glucose, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, supplemented with 10% calf bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The cells are maintained according to standard protocols, detailed further in the Supplemental Methods.
2.4. Primary Adult Rat DRG Dissociation and Seeding. Approximately 20 lumbar and thoracic DRGs from an adult rat were collected and stored in Hibernate A up to 2 days before seeding (the protocol for adult rat DRG isolation is detailed in Supplemental Mehtods). The Hibernate media was then removed. The DRGs were treated with 0.25% collagenase in DRG physiological media for 1.5 h at 37°C, shaken a few times during incubation and strongly upon completion of the incubation period. The DRGs were centrifuged (200 × g) for 2−3 min to remove supernatant, and washed with HBSS. After another centrifugation, the HBSS was mostly removed and the DRG were incubated in 0.25% trypsin with EDTA for 15 min at 37°C. The DRGs were centrifuged to remove supernatant, resuspended in DRG media + % FBS for 50 s to inactivate trypsin, and triturated. After 2 min, once some of the pellet resettled, the supernatant was collected and centrifuged for 5 min at 200 × g. The resulting pellet was washed with HBSS and centrifuged to remove supernatant. Pelleted cells were resuspended in the desired amount of DRG media containing the glial inhibitor AraC, usually 1 mL per 10 original DRGs. After cell seeding, the scaffolds were incubated for 10 min at 37°C to allow for cell attachment before an additional 2 mL per Petri dish (3 mm in diameter) of DRG media is added. The media is changed every 7 days. The concentration of AraC in the DRG media is kept at 0.3 μM from the moment of cell seeding until the end of the culture.
2.5. Cellular Fixation and Imaging. All light microscopy studies of the NIH/3T3 embryonic murine fibroblasts were performed on a Zeiss (Thornwood, NY) Axiovert 40 CFL inverted microscope. All light microscopy imaging of the primary adult rat dorsal root ganglia cells was performed on Zeiss Axiovert 25 inverted microscope, with a phase contrast filter (Ph 1−0,4). Confocal images were acquired using a Zeiss LSM7 Live Confocal Fluorescence Microscope. Fiji image analysis software with the MTrackJ plug-in was used for the cell tracking and other types of analysis. Complete details regarding fixation protocols, imaging parameters, and analysis protocols are given in the Supplemental Methods.
2.6. Long-Term Imaging with SLIM. Quantitative phase imaging 68 was performed using a Zeiss Z1 microscope coupled to a SLIM module (CellVista SLIM Pro, PhiOptics Inc.). SLIM augments an existing phase contrast microscope by providing quantitative optical path length information associated with the specimen of interest. 69 Because it is a label-free modality, SLIM is suitable for long-term imaging, without the limitations associated with photobleaching and phototoxicity. To study the growth and proliferation of DRG cells on 3D scaffolds, we monitored two volumes of (17.5 mm) × (17.5 mm) × (0.5 mm) over a period of 128.5 h with a 10×/0.3 objective. The resulting 19TB of data were assembled offline, using a Python software module developed in-house. More details on image analysis are given in the Supplemental Methods.
2.7. Statistical Analysis. The values of the NIH/3T3 Fibroblast cell densities and DRG cell coverage fractions are expressed in the form mean ± standard deviation (SD). Eleven rats were used in the experiments, with minimum three biological repeats for each studied condition. Using OriginPro version 8.6 (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA, USA), an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed. When appropriate main effects were detected, Tukey's posthoc (for unequal n) tests were used to make pairwise comparisons (α set to p < 0.05). The Tukey mean comparison tables are given in the Supporting Information file.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Chemical Modifications of Poly-D-Lysine by RGD Peptides and Optimization for pHH Supported Cultures Using NIH/3T3 Cells. The most common protein treatments used to modify a hydrogel system, such as pHH, to allow cell attachment and growth are either extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins (such as fibronectin, vitronectin, and laminin) or a form of polylysine (PDL or PLL). 64, 65 Many ECM proteins contain the arginine−glycine−aspartic acid (RGD) amino acid sequence as their cell attachment site. 66 The RGD sites of these adhesive proteins are recognized by a family of cell membrane receptors called integrins. 67 In contrast, polylysine increases cellular attachment to surfaces through nonspecific electrostatic interactions. 70, 71 The strong, multisegmental hydrogen-bonding interactions between poly lysine and pHH gels lead to a marked (and generally irreversible) uptake of the protein by the polymeric scaffolds, which provides enhanced surface/interfacial interactions with cells. To mimic both of these recognition elements within a pHH scaffold and to reduce surface interactions with other ECM proteins, a chemically modified PDL protein was synthesized. This was performed by covalently attaching cyclic or linear variants of RGD-containing peptides to PDL proteins via the heterobifunctional cross-linker NSuccinimidyl 3-[2-pyridyldithio]-propionate (SPDP Figure 1a , Supplemental Methods, and Figures S1 and S2). The efficacy of the coupling reaction was quantified spectrophotometrically via the release of the pyridine-2-thione coproduct, which absorbs strongly at 343 nm (Supplemental Methods). 72 The covalent attachment of the RGD-peptides to the PDL through this coupling reaction, as opposed to nonspecific adsorption/ agglomeration, was confirmed by UV−vis (Supplemental Methods and Figure S2 ) The stochastic nature of the PDL RGD-modification leads to the synthesis of PDL molecules with incomplete occupation of all reactive sites. This affords one level of control over the spatial presentation of the RGD motif within a modified pHEMA gel (see below). (Table S1 ) are highlighted by red asterisks, p < 0.01. (d) CFM Images of NIH/3T3 fibroblasts on representative surface treatments 24 h after seeding. Actin filaments stained with rhodamine-phalloidin (red) and nuclei stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar is 15 μm.
The areal density of the RGD moiety is known to affect cellular responses in culture. 73 To determine the type and optimal degree of the RGD modification needed for DRG cellular cultures, a series of cyclic and linear RGD-PDL proteins (cyc(lin)RGD-PDL-1 through cyc(lin)RGD-PDL-4) was synthesized (Supplemental Methods). The extent of the modification for each type of RGD-PDL was quantified using a Trypan blue assay, which allowed the determination of the PDL concentration, as correlated with RGD-peptide stoichiometric data obtained via the specific absorbance of the pyridine-2-thione coproduct (Supplemental Methods). 74 All of the reaction conditions used in the series were selected to yield relatively small quantities of RGD peptide attached per PDL molecule (Table 1) , not exceeding a 13.9:1 ratio of the recognition sequence to the much larger PDL macromolecule ( Figure 1b , Table 1 , and Supplemental Methods). This corresponds to a modification of up to 4.1% of the total lysine amine moieties.
To survey the activities of the varying cyc(lin)RGD-PDL modifications toward promoting cellular attachment and growthcompliance, cultures made of a fast-growing cell line, NIH/3T3 murine fibroblasts, were are used as a model. The cells here were seeded at equal densities and grown for 24 h on pHH thin films that had been treated with PDL (type 0) or with one of either cycRGD-PDL or linRGD-PDL (types 1−4). The cell cultures that developed on the substrates were fixed and fluorescently stained with the nuclear stain DAPI and the F-actin stain rhodamine-phalloidin to quantitatively assess their morphological parameters (Figure 1c ), including cellular spatial distribution. These data, summarized in Table 1 , show that a type 1 PDL modification (made with either cycRGD-PDL or linRGD-PDL) yields cellular attachment/growth behaviors comparable to treatments made with unmodified PDL. In these three cases, cells aggregated in clusters with F-actin stain compacted around nuclei (Figure 1d-1 and Figure S3 ). We attribute the cluster formation in these systems to lower cellular adhesion to the pHH comparatively to intercellular adhesion.
In contrast, treatments with type 2 cycRGD-PDL and linRGD-PDL fostered fibroblast attachment/growth resulting in a uniform monolayered spatial cell distribution (Figure 1d-2 ). Of these, linRGD-PDL-2 showed a much higher attachment/growth propensity relative to cycRGD-PDL-2 (Tukey's range test, p < 0.006, Table S1 ). Interestingly, this trend is reversed for the case of RGD-PDL type 3 (Figure 1d-3) . Here, the cycRGD-PDL modification showed the highest fibroblast density within the tested cycRGD-PDL series (Tukey's range test, p < 0.0001, Table  S1 ), while the linRGD-PDL-3 variant yielded a significantly lower cell density than linRGD-PDL-2. The decline in fibroblast attachment/growth was much more pronounced for the RGD-PDL-4 treated pHH films (data not shown), yielding low fibroblast densities associated with the reduced affinity for cell attachment. The cells that did survive in this case were easily detached when exposed to mechanical forces during the fixation procedure (fluorescence imaging data could not be obtained for this experimental series). Fluorescence imaging data (including a positive control on a PDL-treated glass substrate) strongly demonstrates the differing impacts of the specific RGD-PDL protein treatments on growth compliance ( Figures S3 and S4 ). The trends observed for the cyc(lin)RGD-PDL proteins reveal that pronounced differences in fibroblast attachment/growth and cell culture morphologies can be induced on pHH substrates modified via the absorptive uptake of RGD-PDL molecules possessing different integrin-binding peptide ratios. The linRGD-PDL 2 protein demonstrated best performance in terms of the biocompatibility engendered for the fibroblast cell line. This approach can be used universally to find the best type of RGD-PDL to modulate scaffold-cell interfaces for other cell lines/types.
3.2. Optimization of RGD-PDL Modifications of pHH Substrates for DRG Cell Growth Compliance. Following the initial screen of growth compliance described above, the development of organotypic DRG cell cultures on RGD-PDLmodified pHH thin films was also studied. Primary adult rat lumbar and thoracic DRGs were dissociated and heterogeneous suspensions of the cells seeded on thin-film gel substrates that had been treated as above, specifically with either PDL (type 0) or the type 1−4 modifications by either cycRGD-PDL or linRGD-PDL. A PDL-treated glass sample was used as a positive control. Once seeded onto their substrates, the DRG cells were exposed to a low concentration of cytosine arabinoside (AraC), an inhibitor of glial cell proliferation that helps maintain a stable population of the cultured primary cells over long culture intervals. 75 Evaluation of the differences of growth compliance within the RGD-PDL modification series required a modified set of statistical parameters than were used to describe the fibroblast cultures. To account for the morphologies typical for cultured DRG cell populations, such as the clustering of cell bodies and the generation of elongated bundles of terminals, surface area fractions covered by both types of these cellular structures were quantitatively measured within randomly chosen sample areas. In these cultures, high surface area coverage is generally found to be associated with robust development of cell terminals including axons.
The data, given in Table 2 and shown in Figure 2a , demonstrate specific correlations of behaviors for the DRG cell cultures that are qualitatively similar to those seen in the NIH/ 3T3 fibroblast growth series. In terms of the surface coverage of cellular structures, the cycRGD-PDL-3 modified pHH films were found to elicit the best growth compliance (with ∼43% of the surface covered at day 9). This coverage is significantly higher than is observed in control experiments (Tukey's range test, p < 0.0001, Table S2 ).
Surface coverage fractions measured for the PDL control and each RGD-PDL treatment type are given graphically in Figure  2b . While the general trends seen in the DRG cell and fibroblast cell culture data sets are similar, the former developed best on pHH substrates modified by cycRGD-PDL-3 (Figures 2b, S5 , and S6). It is notable that, in the case of the DRG cell culture, the high modification levels present in the cyc(lin)RGD-PDL-4 systems do not potentiate cellular network development as well as the cycRGD-PDL-3 variant does. They do, however, encourage some increase in cell culture surface coverage comparatively to cyc(lin)RGD-PDL modifications types 1 and 2. Taken together, these experiments show that DRG cell cultures grow and develop preferentially on a specific modified form of the pHH hydrogels (cycRGD-PDL-3). In consequence of these results, we focused subsequent investigations on textural guidance in DRG cultures (see below) on cycRGD-PDL-3 (referred to here after as RGD-PDL) modified materials.
3.3. Time-Lapse Microscopy and Immunohistochemical Analysis of DRG Cell Culture Architecture and Dynamics. A notable characteristic of DRG cell culture is its tendency to form multicellular organotypic structures as a result of increasingly organized cellular and structural migration over time. To provide a benchmark for the comparative analysis of different culturing conditions, including the 3D scaffolds examined below, these reorganizations were investigated using time-lapse microscopy of cell culture developed on pHH thin films that had been treated with RGD-PDL (Figure 2c ). The data demonstrates that the initial (<4 d in culture) random distribution of attached glial and neuronal cells begins to exhibit some structuring as a consequence of both anisotropic cell migration and terminal elongation (∼10 d in culture). By 14 d in culture, cells that are morphologically consistent with neurons cluster together, forming ganglion-like structures. The exterior of these structures is occupied by glia-like cells exhibiting thin cell bodies. Individual or bundled cellular terminals are seen interconnecting the ganglion-like structures, exhibiting morphologies typical for functional neuronal networks. The terminals are often lined by cells that morphologically resemble Schwann cells. These observations indicate a cell distribution in culture similar to that in the native DRGs and nerves (vide infra). A representative set of time-lapse images for each cyc(lin)RGD-PDL treatment type is given as Figures S7−S12.
To determine the localization of the different cell types present in these complex cultures, we performed immunohistochemical staining and confocal fluorescent microscopy (CFM) analyses. Neurite-specific microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2) and glia-specific glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) antibodies along with the nuclear stain DAPI were used to locate individual cells and distinguish neurons from glia in the culture. Cellular networks formed on day 14 demonstrate a complex organization where widespread nuclei frequently colocalize spatially with both cellular terminals exhibiting MAP2 (red) and those exhibiting GFAP (green) immunostaining (Figure 2d ). This observation indicates that glia-like cells form a bed for neuron outgrowth. Our data are in good agreement with information reported in literature for other DRG cell cultures. 76 Immunostaining of DRG cell clusters additionally indicates the coverage of large MAP2-expressing neuronal cell bodies by small GFAP-expressing satellite cells.
Close association between neuronal and glial cell terminals occurred extensively in the developing cultures. Neuronal processes, rich in microtubules, and GFAP-expressing cell terminals form complex networks. To analyze this interaction, we introduced an algorithm for quantification that focuses on specific fluorescence signals (red for MAP2 and green for GFAP) and measures the distances between the cellular sources for that signal using the closest nucleus as a reference point ( Figure S14 ). Grayscale maps reflecting the degree of signal overlap were generated to help identify this interaction in cases of high and low association between the fluorescence signals corresponding to the two channels and the reference nucleus ( Figure S14 ). The quantitative data obtained revealed predominant localization of the terminals of the two intertwining networks within 1 μm of each other ( Figure S15 ). This observation suggests that some of the investigated neurites are myelinated by Schwann cells. 77 Additional images that show this characteristic morphology are presented in Figure S13 . The latter data show neurons predominantly localized in the center of cell clusters, and GFAP-expressing glia preferentially located at their exterior, suggesting partial reconstruction of the DRG cellular architecture.
Taken together, these experiments show ability of the RGD-PDL modified surface to present the physicochemical cues sufficient for sustainable cellular network formation followed by development of organotypic (DRG-resembling) structures.
3.4. Topographical Cues of DIW pHH Micropatterns for DRG Cell Outgrowth. To investigate the effects of topographical cues on DRG primary cell outgrowth in vitro, we used DIW to fabricate filamentary pHH micropatterns (diameters ranging from 30 to 100 μm) on a supporting pHH thin-film substrate. After printing and curing (procedures given in the Supplemental Methods), the hydrogel scaffolds were extensively soaked to remove unreacted/otherwise harmful components and then treated with RGD-PDL to confer optimal cell growth properties to the printed structures. Three exemplary micropatterns were selected to compare their distinctive topographical cues. These consisted of a "flower" (that has a spoked geometry), a "dendrimer" (that has a linear branching), and a "comb" (that has periodic anchoring structures along a linear channel). An inspection of the DRG growth and development seen over 14 d in culture showed that the cells respond in pronounced ways to specific attributes of the micropattern geometries. First, the physicochemical cues provided by the different micropatterns induce significant anisotropic outgrowth and more generalized orientation effects (Figures 3a and 3b left and S16 ). Neuronal and glial alignment is accentuated in the immediate proximity of the printed filaments. In the case of the comb array, cells align either within the open linear channels between combs or within the combs in parallel to the nearest adjacent micropatterned features (Supporting Information S16). As seen in these data, the DRG cells consistently form intricate networks that align with the DIW micropatterned hydrogel features and interconnect with one another via their terminals. These directed cellular microarchitectures survive and develop within the culture over long periods of time (often >4 weeks). These experiments demonstrate that DRG cells cultured on RGD-PDL-treated pHH micropatterns respond to the physicochemical/mechanical cues presented by the printed features. Surprisingly, even though the micropatterned hydrogel filaments are treated with the same RGD-PDL solution that confers robust growth to their chemically identical (but compositionally distinct) pHH thin film substrates, DRG cells selectively avoid physical attachment to these structures in all cases studied. In point of fact, we found that these structures behave as microwalls that strongly discourage any cellular interconnection or travel across them.
The mechanisms responsible for this surprising behavior are likely complex, and may include the pHH behaving as a reservoir for diffusive chemical depletion of the RGD-PDL from the cell contacting interface by the unmodified pHH present at the filament base as well as to a gradient elastic interface (due to a possible modulus mismatch) present at the filament/substrate edge boundaries,. 78, 79 To test the role of depletion effects, wherein diffusion of the activating protein absorbed within the filament into the base substrate lowers its effective available concentration at the cell/gel interface, we added RGD-PDL to the hydrogel ink (RGD-pHH ink) prior to carrying out the DIW patterning (Supplemental Methods). Following scaffold preparation, the RGD-pHH micropatterns and their substrates were then surface-treated with RGD-PDL and subsequently cultured with DRG cells. This modification yields printed RGD-pHH filaments that are fully cell growth compliant. Figure 3b directly compares the distinctive growth and development cues present on scaffolds treated only with RGD-PDL (Figure 3b, left) and scaffolds in which the DIW scaffold was prepared using the RGDpHH ink (Figure 3b, right) . We found here that the subsequent surface treatment with RGD-PDL is essential, as simply supplementing the printable ink with the protein yields poor affinities for cell attachment (Figure 3b, middle) . Additional images that show these differences in modes of cell growth are given in Figure S17 , and the quantification of these trends is detailed below and presented in Figure 4 .
3.5. Quantification of DRG Cell Growth on RGD-pHH Micropatterns. The distinctive cell growth and development regimes that are provided by the printing of a protein-activated pHH hydrogel ink suggest possibilities for the fabrication materials that incorporate biocompatible molecular additives in a grayscale manner to guide and support tissue-mimetic development. Prior to utilizing these materials to construct more complex 3D motifs, we first quantitatively evaluated and compared the relative degree of DRG network development seen on the substrate and the scaffold micropatterns. To do so, the relative surface coverage fractions were determined and statistically evaluated. These data, presented in Figure 4a , confirm that the surface treatment of RGD-pHH microscaffolds with RGD-PDL has the pronounced effect of increasing cell attachment to the filamentous scaffolds, an effect that persists throughout culture times as long as 31 days. The observed effect is robust and active on gel microscaffolds printed on both pHH thin films and more inherently growth compliant glass substrates (Figure 4a ). For example, when pHH scaffolds are printed on either glass or pHH thin films and then subsequently treated with RGD-PDL, robust cell attachment, outgrowth, and cellular network development are seen on the substrate (10−38% surface coverage). Much lower coverage is observed on the scaffold filaments (reaching only 2−7% surface coverage by cellular networks). Cell growth compliance on the DIW scaffold filaments is only conferred by using the RGD-pHH ink and subsequent treatment with RGD-PDL, as confirmed in longterm (10 and 20 d) experiments (Figure 4a ). These data show a marked temporal development and reorganization of the DRG cells and their axonal processes on both the supporting substrates and scaffold micropatterns. The incorporation of the RGDmodified PDL into the inks, followed by an RGD-PDL surface treatment, leads to a statistically significant increase in scaffold and cellular coverage, increasing by 100−200% as a result of these modifications when compared to pHH controls. The images presented in Figure 4b show representative confocal fluorescence micrographs of 31 day old cell cultures developed on scaffolds printed with the two ink types, demonstrating that the different modes of cell culture development that the ink modifications engender are both sustainable throughout long culture times and robust.
The data above suggest avenues for realizing programmable forms of DRG cell and organotypic culture development on pHH hydrogel-based microscaffolds by manipulating the diffusion of ECM-mimetic proteins out of the gel mesh of the scaffolds. These findings provide guidance for the architecture of micropatterns that might best facilitate the reconstruction of complex cellular organizations, such as of DRGs and nerves, in culture. In the section that follows, we explore these ideas in studies of DRG cell and organotypic structure development in cultures on 3D micropatterned scaffolds.
3.6. DRG Cellular Networks and Organotypic Structure Development on 3D Scaffolds. To study the morphologies of DRG cell and organotypic structures in cultures developed on 3D RGD-pHH scaffolds, a 9 mm, long channel flanked by inclines of 4 steps, totaling 240 μm in height, was constructed via progressive fusing of 60 μm diameter filaments (Figure 5a , schematic). The geometry of this substrate was chosen so as to favor extensive interactions between cells attached to different steps of the scaffold. The length of the scaffold was selected to allow the observations of the development structural/network features over distances relevant to DRG and nerve repair. Scaffolds adopting this channel geometry were printed using both an unmodified pHH ink, as well as the RGD-pHH ink (Supplemental Methods). Subsequent treatment of the printed scaffolds with RGD-PDL shows the same growth compliance trend observed on the microscaffolds in the previous section, with enhanced cell attachment for scaffolds fabricated using the RGD-pHH ink, as shown and quantified below. The DRG cell cultures developed on the latter scaffolds are viable for extended periods of growth characterized by complex and dynamic morphologies.
A much more pronounced consolidation of cultured DRG cells into ganglion-like constructs on the 3D scaffolds is observed as compared to their 2D counterparts (Figure 5a , bottom, Figure  S19 ). The DRG cells organize into ganglion-like structures and the cellular terminals consolidate into nerve-resembling bundles interconnecting them. To better characterize this behavior, and the migration patterns that support it within the culture, we carried out an extensive series of live-cell imaging experiments using spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM). SLIM facilitates label-free long-term imaging and quantitative characterization of live cell dynamics, by combining principles of phasecontrast microscopy and holography to produce interferometric data capable of resolving quantitative features of subcellular dynamics. 80−82 In the current study, we used SLIM to track cell culture consolidation over time in volumes of (17.5 mm) × (17.5 mm) × (0.5 mm) over a period of 128.5 h, starting at 24 h after cell seeding. The resulting data showed that the DRG cultures were more dynamic when developed within the open 3D channels, including the consolidation ganglion-like structures over time. Significantly fewer structures were observed after 6 days when compared to day 1. This consolidation is a feature that is less pronounced on 2D scaffolds (Figures 5b and S18) . The results obtained on the RGD-preloaded scaffold treated with RGD-PDL stand out by their supporting the formation and maintenance of a diversity of cluster sizes over time (Figure 5c ). These scaffolds allow a more dynamic migration of cellular structures, one not observed for the 3D pHH or the 2D scaffolds, with the same surface treatment ( Figure S18 ).
To inquire into the mechanism behind this difference in cell response to the two different ink types on 3D scaffolds, we used the SLIM phase tomograms, which are essentially per-voxel density maps, to provide a quantitative window into the mass transport behavior of the cell culture. To avoid the manual tracking performed in Figure 5b , we turned to Dispersion-relation phase spectroscopy, which is a fully automatic analysis technique inspired by dynamic light scattering. 83, 84 As outlined and applied to tomographic phase volumes in previous work, 85 the analysis scheme automatically characterizes the diffusive and adventive nature of mass transport by looking at the difference through time of the spatial power spectrum. As shown in Tables S5 and  S6 , the mass transport behavior is comparable between RGDpHH and pHH open channel 3D scaffolds. We interpret this result to indicate that the differences in cluster size increase over time between the data observed in Figure 5b and those in Figure  S18 are not as much due to differences in overall cellular mass transport during the observed time frame, but because of increased initial cell attachment encouraged by the RGD-pHH ink, in agreement with the trends quantified in previous sections.
The latter experiments suggest that control over more complex aspects of organotypic culture development may be possible. These inferences are ones well supported by enhanced activities seen toward consolidation of the 3D DRG cell cultures into ganglion-and nerve-like constructs. Controllable development of organotypic cell cultures creates an opportunity for determination of an improved set of physicochemical design rules for functional devices for cell culture, with potential use in the fields of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
CONCLUSION
We describe materials for an engineered 3D cell culture system with cell-growth guiding properties and tunable cell-growth compliance. Chemical modifications of a PDL surface treatment, one traditionally used in cell cultures, have been made to enable access to programmable differences in cell growth behavior on modified pHH films in both a model NIH/3T3 murine fibroblast culture, as well as in the more complex organotypic primary rat DRG cell culture. We expand on these features in DIW pHH 3D scaffolds to induce cellular network formation on the 3D scaffold filaments by incorporating the RGD-modified PDL into the ink used in the 3D-printing process. The cell-guiding and tissue development capabilities of 3D scaffolds allow for extensive cell network development in 3D. Scaffolds printed with an RGDpHH ink yield increased formation and consolidation of ganglion-like structures which resemble the native DRG architecture. These scaffolds allow development of tissue-like structures formed from cellular processes, including nerve-like bundles. Understanding what chemistries, topologies, and surface treatments direct growth of neuronal processes in DRG cell cultures is crucial for engineering "smart" scaffolds that can anticipate hierarchical materials requirements for successful functional regeneration of complex nerve tissues. The approach described offers access to a gradient of cell-growth compliance, a tunable degree of scaffold-cell interactions, and control over tissue development in 3D. Our results provide insights to guide future steps that might be taken toward developing dynamic bioactive 3D nerve grafts. CFM images of DRG cell networks; scheme of the glia-neurons association quantification algorithm; signal intensity profiles and quantification of glia-neurons association; phase contrast micrographs of DRG cell culture on 3D DIW structures; phase contrast micrographs illustrating the impact of aspect ratios and diffusible molecules on cell outgrowth; DRG cell growth on 3D scaffolds (PDF)
